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The behavior of gain versus peak power deposition and the gain-length product

from 1.013 ~,cm~ ‘eposit

versus total energ ed are measured for devices with power deposition levels
under a variety of gas mixtures. The temporal correlation

between che power deposicioc and gain shows thae both the fluorescence and che gain
occur after the power deposition has concluded for excitation pulses in the range of
10-30 ns. We find that both B-X and C-A fluorescence takes place in the afterglow
and their temporal shapes are similar. This indicates that the C and B states are
Lightly coupled. This tight coupling has two detrimental consequences for C-state
lasing. First is that the population of the B and C states are approximately equal
rather than 90 % in the C state believed to exist for short pulse electron beam
excitation. We believe this close coupling is due to uhe presence of electric fields
in che afterglow which keep the electron temperature relatively hot. The relative
populations of the B and C states are determined by a Boltzman distribution governed
by the electlon temperature and their relative energy separation. Second is r.hac
with rhe C state lifetime approximately the same as the B state lifetime the C-A
saturation intensity is very high and efficient energy extraction is substantially
more difficulc,

Xntroduct~fm

2 have shown that strong laser actionY. Nachshon, et S1,l and Nighen, et al.
in the C-A transition of XeF, despite its very large bandwidth, is possible under
intense pumping with a short-pulse electron beam. This result has encouraged a
flurry of activity to duplicate simi’ar results 3-5in avalanche discharge devices
The results, however, have not been encouraging. This paper daals with the
correlation between gain and pcwer deposition, and compares t:letemporal development
of B and C state populations to explain why C-A las!ing is so much poorer in
avalanche discharges then in electron beam pumped systems.

Data are taken on two modified Lurnonlcs las~rs in order to encompass a wide

range of excitation conditions, ,1Lumonlcs TE292-K laser wl~lch is capable OC



delivering .5 J per pulse in the B-X transition of XeF in a 3 cm x 3 cm area beam CE
excellent uniformity is used to obtain gain and fluorescence characteristics in the
blue-green3C-A transition of XeF at power deposition levels measured in the region
of 1 !lw/cm and a pulse width of 30 ns. A Lumonics TE860 laser was modified to be
able to accept from two to six rows of peaking capacitors
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as shown in Fig.1.
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Figure 1, Laser cavity structure, Cs is the storage
capacitor, C is the peaking capacitors, Gp is the gap for

!arc-type pre onization, and CVR is a built in current
viewing resister, Each row of peaking capacitors is made up
of 15 capacitors of 0,5 nF each with an overall value of 7.5
nF, Cs - 30 or 60 nF,
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Figure 2. Peak-power deposition density and total energy
deposited in the gas as a function of partial krypton
pressure and are given with 10 torr xenon and 5 tcrr
fluorine partial pressures az 45 p.sia total pressure in (a)
helium and (b) neon bufferx and at 15 psia total in (c)
argon buffer, The storage czipacitttncsC~ - 30 IIF, the
peaking capacitance Cp - 15 nF (two rows) and the charging
voltage is 35 kV.
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The measured peak power ueposicion density ranged between 6 to 13 .M_!J/cm3and a
deposition pulse width of 10 or 20 ns. We found that doubling the rows of peaking
capacitors did not significantly increase the peak power deposition but mainlv
lengthened the deposition time. Figures 2 and 3 shows the peak power deposition
density and the ~otal energy deposited into the discharge for the cases of 2 rows
and L rows of peaking capacitors respectively in different buffers as a function of
increasing krypton Fressure. The corresponding gain and gain-length product results
for the same conditions for cwo and four rows of capacitors are presented in Figs. G
and 5 respectively. Figure 6 gives the gain and gain-length produc s for ~he same

!
gas mixtures and buffer gases under weak excitation in the 1 Mw/cm level. Xe see

f~oin these results the peak gain is not proportional to the peak power deposition
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Figure 3, Same as Fig. 2 with storage capacitance C~ - 60
nF, the peaking capacitance Cp - 30 nF (four rows) and

charging voltage of 35 kV,
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Figure 4. Peak gain and gain-length product versus chang~n~
krypton partial pressures in hellu.m, neon, and argon
buffers, Data are taken at L80 m3wltLl device delivering
peak powers between 6 tc 13 MW/cm , C~ - 60 rlF,Cp - 15 nF
(two rows) and char~ing voltage of 35 kV,



for the situation where increased peak power deposition is accomplished by
increasing the impedance of the discharge through increase in krypton partial
pressure. If we look at the temporal e“Jolution of the current, B-.X fluorescence, c-i
fluorescence and the C-A gain (shown in Fig.7 for two different k-r:~ptonpartial
pressures), we see that both C-A and B-X fluorescence and gain takes place aft~:- ‘h,e
current pulse. During che discharge excitation we measure loss at the C-A transizior,
wavelengths . Note that the B-X fluorescence is superradient in the absence of

‘krypton and shows a narrower temporal width than the C-A transition. The tempcral
e~.olution of power deposition and gain are compared under high energy loading in
Fig, 8. Gain exists only in the afterglow of the power deposition.

Figure 9 plots the gain (a) and gain-length product (b) as a function of peak
po’~’erdeposition and total energy deposited respectively for a gas mixture without
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Figure 5. Same as Fig, 4 but with Cp - 30 nF (four rows),
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Figure 6, Peak gain and gain-length product versus changing
kr<fpton partial pressures in argon, neon, and helium
buffers , Date are taken at 476,5 nm with device giving power

J Level,(iepn~t.rion densities ir, the 1 ,MW/cm
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Figure 7. Temporal waveforms of current, C-A and B-X
fluorescence, and C-A gain with total peaking capacitar,ce Cp
- 15 nF (two rows) and storage capacitance Cs - 30 nF. Time
is in units af nanoseconds. The gas mixtures are for 45 psia
total pressure in helium buffer with 10 torr xenon and 5
torr fluorine partial pressures and for (a) O torr krypton
pressure and (b) 300 torr krypton pressure,
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Figure 8, Tevporal characteristics of (a) voltage
(12.4kV/div), (b) clrrent (16.5 hI/div), (c) power

\deposition (4 HW/cm /div) and (d) C-A gain (0.9%/crn/dlv)
with tctal peaking capacitance C

!
- 20 nF (four rows) arid

storage capacitance C~ ~ 60 nF. ime i9 ~,nunit~ of
nanoseconds , The gas mixture is 45 psiti total pressure in
helium buffer with O torr krypton, 10 totr xenon, Und 2 t,)rr
NF3 partial pressures,
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Figure 9. (a) peak gain versus peak-power deposition and (b)
gain length product versus er?ergy deposition are given for
helium, neon, and argon buffers with 10 torr xenon and 5
torr fluorine partial pressures with no krypton,
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Figure 10, (a) peak gain versus peak-power deposition
density and (b) gain-length product versus energy deposition
in helium buffer at total pressure of 45 psia with 10 torr
xenon partial pressure and O torr krypton pressure,
Comparisons are made between NF3 at 2 torr and F2 at 5 torr
partial pressure,



krypton partial pressure and for different buffer gases. Lnder the same gas
compositioi~ the gain increases linearly with peak power deposition and the gain-
length product increases linearly with energy deposited even rhough the gain is in
the afterglow. Figure 10 shows similar measurements comparing differen~ fluorine
donors using helium buffer. The linear behavior for gain versus peak power
deposition and gain-length product versus energy deposited is also observed under
these conditions. There maybe some saturation effect using NF3 as che fluorine donor
but this may very well be within our experimental errors.

~~ cussion

Our observations show that both B and C state fluorescence takes place in the
afterglow of the power deposition for power deposition times as longas 30 ns. The B
and C state densities appear to be coupled tightly for all conditions we studied.
The inclusion of krypton in the gas nlixto increase the mixing rate between the
states and to increase the absorption at the B-X transition wavelengths did little
co improve the gain of the C-A transition, In the lasers using short pulse electron
beam excitation, where the electron temperature is close to room temperature in che
afterglow, increased mixing rate between the B and C states due to the presence of
krypton tends to greatly favor the C state because at room temperature 90% of the
population will be in the C state. The presence of electric fields in our discharges
heat the electrons and keep them at temperatures where the B and C state popqllations
are approximately equal, Thus, the inclusion of krypton is seen to increase the
power deposition due to increase in the discharge impedance, but does not lead to
improved gain because. the kinetics decreased the upper state formation rate.
Although ic may be possible to march the power deposition to the discharge so
accurately that no electric fields remain in the afterglow, we believe this to be an
extremely difficult cask,

The eight coupling between the B and C state has anorher detrimental
consequence for strong C-A state lasing. Since

Is-hv/ustrQ,

rQ will be governed by the B state radiative lifetime rather than the C state in the
absence of collisional quenching. This will result in an saturation intensity ~Is)
nearly ten times higher than if the states are not tightly cuupled, and it bec~mes
that much more difficult to extract energy from the C state.
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